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Historical overviewHistorical overview

Business cycle turning points:Business cycle turning points:

–– DuDu PlessisPlessis (1950) 1910 (1950) 1910 –– 19491949

–– South African Reserve Bank: South African Reserve Bank: 

SmitSmit & van & van derder Walt (1970)Walt (1970)

Composite business cycle indicators:Composite business cycle indicators:
–– South African Reserve Bank:South African Reserve Bank:

Van Van derder Walt (1983)Walt (1983)



Basis for business cycle analysis:Basis for business cycle analysis:
Burns & Mitchell (1946)Burns & Mitchell (1946)

Business cycles are a type of fluctuation found in the 
aggregate economic activity of nations that organise their 
work mainly in business enterprises: a cycle consists of 
expansions occurring at about the same time in many 
economic activities, followed by similarly general recessions, 
contractions, and revivals which merge into the expansion 
phase of the next cycle; this sequence of change is recurrent 
but not periodic; in duration business cycles vary from more 
than one year to ten or twelve years; they are not divisible into 
shorter cycles of similar character with amplitudes 
approximating their own.



Aggregate economic activity:Aggregate economic activity:

Comprehensive measures of:Comprehensive measures of:

–– ProductionProduction

–– IncomeIncome

–– SalesSales

–– EmploymentEmployment



Reference series:Reference series:
The composite coincident business cycle indicatorThe composite coincident business cycle indicator

4) Total formal non4) Total formal non--agricultural employmentagricultural employment

3) Industrial production index3) Industrial production index

2) Value of wholesale, retail & new vehicle sales at constant pr2) Value of wholesale, retail & new vehicle sales at constant pricesices

1) Gross value added at constant prices , excluding agriculture,1) Gross value added at constant prices , excluding agriculture,

forestry & fishingforestry & fishing

5) Utilisation of production capacity in manufacturing5) Utilisation of production capacity in manufacturing

Component time series:Component time series:



Composite coincident business cycle indicatorComposite coincident business cycle indicator
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The composite leading business cycle indicatorThe composite leading business cycle indicator

7) Real M1 money supply (six month smoothed growth rate)7) Real M1 money supply (six month smoothed growth rate)

6) Commodity prices in US$ for a basket of South African export6) Commodity prices in US$ for a basket of South African export

commodities (six month smoothed growth rate) commodities (six month smoothed growth rate) 

5) Composite leading business cycle indicator of major trading5) Composite leading business cycle indicator of major trading--
partner countries (percentage change over 12 months)partner countries (percentage change over 12 months)

4) Opinion survey of the average hours worked per factory4) Opinion survey of the average hours worked per factory

worker in the manufacturing sectorworker in the manufacturing sector

3) Opinion survey of business confidence (manufacturing,3) Opinion survey of business confidence (manufacturing,
construction & tradeconstruction & trade

2) Opinion survey of stocks in relation to expected2) Opinion survey of stocks in relation to expected

demand (manufacturing & tradedemand (manufacturing & trade

1) Opinion survey of the volume of orders in manufacturing1) Opinion survey of the volume of orders in manufacturing

Component time series:Component time series:



The composite leading business cycle indicatorThe composite leading business cycle indicator

13) Job advertisement space in the Sunday Times newspaper13) Job advertisement space in the Sunday Times newspaper
(six month smoothed growth rate) (six month smoothed growth rate) 

12) Labour productivity in manufacturing (six month smoothed gro12) Labour productivity in manufacturing (six month smoothed growthwth

rate)rate)

11) Gross operating surplus as a percentage of gross domestic pr11) Gross operating surplus as a percentage of gross domestic productoduct

10) Interest rate spread: 1010) Interest rate spread: 10--year government bonds less 91year government bonds less 91--day Treasuryday Treasury

billsbills

9) Number of residential building plans passed for flats, town9) Number of residential building plans passed for flats, townhouses &houses &
houses larger than 80m²houses larger than 80m²

8) Prices of all classes of shares (six month smoothed growth 8) Prices of all classes of shares (six month smoothed growth rate)rate)

Component time series (continued):Component time series (continued):



Composite leading business cycle indicatorComposite leading business cycle indicator
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Dissemination of leading indicatorDissemination of leading indicator

www.reservebank.co.zawww.reservebank.co.za

Quarterly BulletinQuarterly Bulletin
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